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Dynamic properties of two elastic layers 

Z. WESOLOWSKI (WARSZAWA) 

THERE EXIST numerous papers and monographs dealing with the problem of a layered elastic 
medium. The dynamic properties of such a medium depend essentially on the order of the 
layers. This allows, in particular, the experimental detection of the structure by measurements 
of the reflected waves. In the present paper we shall show that for two layers embedded in one 
medium the transmitted wave does not depend on the order of the layers. It seems that this 
invariance was never noticed. 

Plaska fala sinusoidalna pada prostopadle na uklad dwu warstw sprC(zystych. Pokazuje siC(, 
Ze transmitancja jest niezalezna od kolejn<>Sci warstw. FalC( nieci~glosci modeluje siC( jako 
skonczon~ sum<t fal sinusoidalnych. Fala odbita zalezy istotnie od kolejnoki warstw. Fala 
przecho<Wlca jest niezmiennicza wzgiC(dem zmiany kolejnoki warstw. 

ilJIOCKaH CHHYCOHAaJibH8.R BOJIHB DBAaeT nepneHAHI<yJI.RpHO HB CHCTeMy AByx ynpyrHX CJioeB. 

TIOK83biB8eTCH, liTO nepeABTO'lffiaH <l>YHKJ..UI.R He 3aBHCHT OT OliepeAHOCTH CJIOCB. BoJIHa pa3-
pbiB8 MOAeJIHpyeTC.R KaK KOHetmaH cyMMa CHH}'COHAaJibHbiX BO.iiH. 0Tpa>KeHHaH BOJIHB 38-

BHCHT cy~eCTBeHHbiM o6pa30M OT OtiepeAHOCTH CJioeB. llpOXOAJI~aH BOJIHB HHB8pH8HTH8 
ITO OTHOIUeErnDO K H3MeHe~ OliepeAHOCTH CJioeB. 

1. One layer. Sinusoidal wave 

CoNSIDER an elastic layer immersed in an elastic medium, Fig. 1. The elastic properties 
of the layer and the medium are assumed to be different. In the further calculations e 
and c denote the density and speed of the longitudinal wave. It is assumed 

(1.1) 

X 

FIG. 1. 

The incident wave running in the direction of the x-axis produces the reflected wave and 
the transmitted wave. In the case of a monochromatic sinusoidal wave the solution is 
well known, cf. eg. [1]. Here we intend to discuss some properties of other profiles. 

We shall concentrate on profiles approximating the discontinuity wave. Such profiles 
will be produced by finite sums of sinusoidal w~ves. 
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202 Z. WESOLOWSKI 

First we quote the known results for monochromatic waves, cf. [1, 2]. Jn the regions 
1, 2 and 3, Fig. 1, the displacements are 

u1 = A,expiro(t- x~1x0 ) +B1 explro(t+ x~1x0 
). 

(1.2) u2 = A2 expiro(t- x~2x1 ) +B2 expiro(t+ x~2x1 
). 

u3 = A3 expiro (1- x~3x2 
) + B3 expiro (t+ x~3x2 ) , 

where w is the constant frequency. The terms proportional to AK represent waves running 
to the right, the terms proportional to BK the waves running to the left. Both the real, 
or the imaginary part of u satisfy the equations of motion. 

The displacement and stress are continuous at x = x t and x = x 2 • This condition 
gives two algebraic relations between At, Bt, A2 , B2 and two relations between A 2 , B2 • 

A3, Bh namely, 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

where 

(1.5) 

From the above follow the relations 

x2 -Xt 
a2 = w--

c2 

(1.6) f!tCt(AtAt-BtBt) = e2c2(A2A-;_-B2ii;) = e3c3(A3.L-B3ii3). 

We now give special interpretation to the waves (1.2), The term At··· is the incident wave. 
Its phase 

X-X0 t- --
Ct 

is constant at points x moving with speed Ct to the right, toward the layer. The term B1 ••• 

is the reflected wave moving from the layer to the left. The term A 3 ... is the transmitted 
wave. The term B3 ••• represents the wave running from the right to the left. Because it 
is assumed that At··· is the only incident wave, we take B 3 = 0. The terms A 2 ••• , B2 ••• 

represent waves in the layer; · the first running to the right, the second running to the left. 
The system of Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) for B3 = 0 allows to express the intensities B1 

and A 3 of the reflected and transmitted waves in terms of A1 : 
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DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF TWO ELASTIC LAYERS 203 

(1.7) 

(1.8) A3 = :,, {[(I+ x) 2exp(- ia2)- (1- x)2exp(ia2J]A 1 exp(- icx 1) 

+ (1- x2)[exp(- ia2)- exp(icx2)] B1 exp(ia1)}. 

Because of the further numerical calculations, remove the imaginary part from the de
nominators in the above formulae. Finally we have 

(1.9) 

where 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

P,(w) = ~(1 ~"
2

~ [(1 +x2)(cos2a2 -l)-2ixsin2a2], 

P,(w) = ~ [2xcosa2 +i(1 +x2)sina2], 

M = (I+ x)4 +(I- x)4 - 2(1 + x)2(1- x)2cos2cx2 . 

From Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10) it follows that the product P,P, is invariant under replacement 

of x by 1 /K. The same identity holds for the product P,P,. 

1.0 

0.8 

06 

0 2 3 
IT 

( 

FIG. 2. 

Note that the coefficients of A1 in Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10) depend on the frequency ro ~ 
The transmittance of short waves is different from the transmittance of long waves. The 
same holds for the reflection. Therefore the w~:ve profile does not chan~e travelling in the 
medium or in the layer, but it does change when passing through the boundaries. 

3* 

Figure 2 gives the values IP,I and IP,I for x = 2 and x = 10 as a function of a:2 • 

Further calculations will be based on the dimensionless quantities 
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(1.12) 
X 

X= - 
Wx1' 

N = W wxt ' 
c 

where W is a fixed dimensionless scaling parameter. We have 

w (t± :) = N(T±x), 

(1.13) 
w{t- x~x2 ) = N(T-x+H/W), 

llt = N/W. 

Taking into account the above considerations we have 

uco = A 1 expiN(T-X), 

(l.I4) u<r> = A1 P,expiN(T+X-2jW), 

uc0 = A 1 P,expiN(T-X+H/W-I/W). 

Z. WESOLOWSKI 

Here (i), (r), (t) stands for "incident", "reflected" and "transmitted". There is u1 = u(i)+ 

+ucr>' U3 = Uct>· 

2. One layer. Step function 

We shall assume that at T = 0 the speed equals zero but the deformation, at least 
in some regions, is different from zero. In particular, we shall consider the situation when 
some part of the structure is at t = 0 in the state of homogeneous strain and the other 
part is stress free. 

Take 

K 

u<o = Im 2[expiN(T-x)+expiN(-T-x)] ~2 sinNcp , 
N=1 

K 

(2.1) u<r) = Im 2 P,[expiN(T+X -2/W)+expiN(- T+X -2/W)] ~2 sinNcp, 
N=1 

K 

u<r> = Im 2 P,[expiN(T-X+H/W-IfW)+expiN(-T-X+H/W-I/W)] ~2 sinNcp . 
N=1 

The expressions satisfy the equations of motion and continuity conditions because each 
term separately satisfies them. It is easy to check that 

(2.2) um = u<r> = u(t) = 0 for T = 0. 

The infinite Fourier series for cp = const 

(2 3) S( ) 4 I ( I . . I . 2 . 3 I . 5 . 5 ) . x = ;r: q; P smcpsmx+ J2 sm cpsm x+ S2 sm cpsm x+ ... 
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DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF TWO ELASTIC LAYERS 20S 

has the period 2n and equals (Fig. 3) 

I ;t9' 
for 0 < X~ cp, 
for cp ~ x < n-cp, 

(2.4) S(x) = t (n-x)/9' for n-cp < x < n+cp, 
-1 for n+cp < x < 2n-cp, 
- (2n-x)jcp for 2n-cp < x < 2n. 

The finite sum in Eq. (2.1) approximates the function (2.4). We give now the wave 
profiles fixing the scaling parameters 

(2.5) w = 4' cp = 0.05. 

u 

FIG. 3. 

u 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 X 
a 

T=16 

T=1.4 

T= 12 

T=1 

{c}= {1:10:1] 

Fro. 4. 

Figure 4 gives the wave profile for the case x 2 jx1 = 1.5, " = 0.1. The heavy line T = 0 
is the initial profile. It is seen that the wave front moves to the right. At approximately 
T = 8 it reaches the layer. At T = 1 already appears the wave at the other side _of the 
layer. The dotted line gives the reflected wave. 

Figure 5 gives the wave fronts for " = 2. In this case the wave in the layer is slower 
than in the medium. Note the negative sign of the reflected wave. The intensity of the 
transmitted wave is smaller than that of the incident wave. 
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206 Z. WESOLOWSKI 

FIG. 5. 

3. Two layers. Sinusoidal wave 

The set of two different elastic layers is immersed in an elastic medium, Fig. 6. The 
speeds and densities are denoted by ck, (!k, k = I, 2, 3, 4. The regions 2 and 3 correspond 
to the layers and the regions I and 4 to the medium. It is assumed 

(3.1) e1=e4=e, c1=c4=c. 

X 

FIG. 6. 

The boundaries between regions are situated at x1 , x 2 and x3 • The following notation is 
introduced, cf. Eq. (1.5) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Xt-Xo 
OCt=--

Ct 

pk = 1 +"k' Qk = 1-"b 

x3-x2 
OCJ = - - 

C3 

Fk = exp(iwock), Gk = exp(- iwock), K = 1 , 2, 3. 

In each region the displacement cosists of one sinusoidal wave of frequency w running 
to the right and one wave of the same frequency running to the left. 
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DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF TWO ELASTIC LAYERS 207 

u1 = A1 expiw (1- x-x ) { c
1 
° +B1 expiro t+ x-x0 ). 

Ct 

(3.5) 
u, = A2 expiw (1- x-x ) ( c

2 

1 
+B2expiro t+ x-x1 ). 

c2 

u3 = A3 expiw (1- x-x ) ( c
3 

2 
+B3expiro t+ x-x, ). 

CJ 

u4 = A4 expiw (1- x-x ) ( c
4 

3 
+B4expiro t+ X-XJ ). 

c4 

It is assumed that at the boundaries both the displacement u" and stress e"du~ are conti
nuous. This condition leads to the following relations between the amplitudes A", B", 
cf. Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) 

(3.6) [
Ak+t] = _!_ lP"G" Q"F"] [A"], 
B 2 Q 

K= 1,2,3. 
k+1 "G" P"F" B" 

Similarly as in Sect. 1 the term proportional to A 1 is the incident wave running to the 
right and the term proportional to B 1 is the reflected wave. The term proportional to A4 

represents the transmitted wave. The term proportional to B4 represents the incident wave 
running to the left. We assume that no such wave arrives from oo, therefore B4 = 0. 
The remaining terms represent the superposition of the transmitted and reflected waves 
in the layers. 

Chaining the formulae (1.6), we obtain 

(3.7) 8A4 = A1G1[(P2P3G3+Q2Q3F3)P1G2+(Q2P3G3+P2Q3F3)Q1F2] 

+B1F1[(P2P3G3 +Q2Q3F3)Q1 G2 +(Q2P3G3 +P2Q3F3)P1F2, 

(3.8) 8B4 = A1Gt((P2Q3G3+Q2P3F3)P1G2+(Q2Q3G3+P2P3F3)Q1F2] 

+Bt F1 [(P2Q3 G3 +Q2P3F3)Q1 G2 + (Q2Q3G3 +P2P3F3)P1F2]. 

Putting B4 = 0, we get from the last relation 

(3.9) B
1 

= -A
1 

G1 (P1P2Gz+QtQ2F2)Q3G3+(P1Q2G2+Q 1 P2 F2 )P3F3 
Ft (Q1P2G2 +P1Q2F2)Q3G3 + (Q1Q2G2+PtP2F2)P3F3 

The denominator here is a complex number. In more useful form the formula reads 

(3.10) B1 = - ~ At Gi{[P1Q1(P~+QD+P2Q2(PfGi+QiFD](P~+QD 

where the real denominator M is 

+ [Pf P~G~+QiQ~Fi+2PtQtP2Q2]P3Q3Gi 

+ [PfQ~Gi+QiPiFi+2PtQtP2Q2]P3Q3Fj}, 

M = (Q1P2G2 +Pt Q2F2)(Q1P2F2 +P1Q2 G2)Qi+ (Q1Q2G2 +P1P2F2)(Q1P2F2 

+P1 Q2 G2)P3Q3Fj + (Q1P2 G2 +Pt Q2F2)(Q1 Q2F2 +P1P2G2)P3Q3Gi 

+ (Q t Q 2 G2 + P 1 P 2 F2)(Qt Q2 F2 + P 1 P 2 G2) Pi. 
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208 Z. WESOLOWSKI 

Taking into account Eq. (3.4), we obtain the simple formula 

(3.11) M = (PfPi+QfQDPi+(PfQ~+QfPDQ~ 

+ 2Pl Ql P 2 Q2(Pi + QDcos2rooc2 + 2(Pi + QD P 2 Q2 P 3 Q3 cos2woc3. 

+2Pl Ql Q~P3Q3cos2ro(oc3- oc2)+2P1 Q1Pi PJQ3cos2ro(oc3 + oc2). 

Pass to the expression for the transmitted wave. Substituting Eq. (3.1 0) into Eq. (3. 7), 
the expression for the amplitude is obtained: 

(3.12) 

where 

(3.13) K = {- (Pf-Qf)(Pi-QD(Pi-QD. 

The formula (3.10) and (3.12) give the intensity coefficient and phase shift for the 
reflected and transmitted waves. 

The terms Fk, Gk result in the phase shift only. Therefore we include those terms in 
the phase. The formulae (3.10) and (3.12) result in the following expressions for the reflec
ted and transmitted waves: 

(3.14) uc,> = - ;; k1Q1(Pi+QD(P~+QDexpiw (t+ : -2<>1 ) 

+PfPzQz(P~+QDexpiw(t+; -2<>1 -2<Xz) 

+QfPzQ2(P~+Qi)expiw (t+ ; -2<>1 +2<>z) 

+2P1 Q1 P2 Q2 P 3 Q3 expiw (t+ ~ -2<>1 +20<3 ) 

+2P1 Q1 P2 Q2 P3 Q3 expiw {t+ ~ -2<>1 -2<>3 ) 

+Pf Pi P3 Q3 expiw {t+ :~ -2<>, -2a2 -2a,) 

+QfQiP3 Q3 expiw {t+ ; -2<>, +2<>2 -2<>•) 

+P:QiP3 Q3 expiw{t+; -2<X1 -2a2 +2a.) 

+Q~PiP3 Q3expiw {t+ ; -2<>1 +2<>2 +2a,)}, 
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+P1 P2 P3 expiw (t-
The given above expressions for u<i), u<r>' u<o are the complex-valued functions of x, t. 

Both the real and the imaginary parts of Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) satisfy the equations of 
motion. Both parts describe some dynamically possible motion. Here we consider the 
imaginary part. The displacements corresponding to the incident, reflected and transmitted 
waves are the imaginary parts of u<0 , u<r>, u<t>. Note that the replacement of (t) by (- t) 
in Eqs. (3.5) results in the same replacement in all further formulae. 

Introduce the dimensionless quantities 

(3.16) T=~ 
a ' 

The formula for the reflected and transmitted waves may be written in the shorthand 
notation 

8 

(3.17) Ur = -A 1 2 CLexpi.Q(T+X+DL) , 
L=l 

4 

(3.18) u<r> = A1 2 C!expi.Q(T-X +D!). 
L=l 

Here C L, DL , Cf, D! denote the constants depending on the geometry of the system. They 
may be expressed by Pk, Qk, a1 , a2 , a3 • The obvious algebraic relations between both 
systems of constants can be read from Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15). 

Figure 7 gives two subsequent positions of the incident reflected and transmitted waves 
for A 1 = 1. The reflected wave is defined by Eq. (3.17) and the transmitted wave is defined 
by Eq. (3.18). The layers are situated at 1 < x < 1.5 and 1.5 < x < 2. Heavy lines cor
respond to c 1 : c2 :c3 : c4 = 4:2: 1 :4. It is seen that the intensity of the reflected wave is 
about 0.73 and the intensity of the transmitted wave about 0.69. Note that 0.732 +0.692 ~ 1. 

The dotted lines correspond to c1 : c2 : c3 : c4 = 4: 1:2:4. for the reflected wave. The 
incident wave and transmitted waves remain unchanged. The change of the order of 
layers influences therefore the reflected monochromatic wave, but does not change the 
transmitted wave. This result may be confirmed by algebraic transformations of Eqs. 
(3.14) and (3.15). Such simple transformations demand much space. Because of this we 
do not quote them. 
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-0.5 

ReFlected { c} A 

4. Two layers. Step function 

u 

1.0 

Consider the function 

u 

FIG. 7. 

W=4 

N=1+63 

cp= 0.05 

FIG. 8. 

1.5 

{c}A=4:2 :1:4 

{c]8 ... 4:1 :2=4 

2.0 

(4.1) lim = 2; A(.Q)[expi.Q(T-X)+expi.Q(- T-X)]. 
D 
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2.5 X 
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In accord with the results of the previous section this motion is dynamically possible if 
it is accompanied by the motion 

8 

(4.2) iicr> =}; A(.Q)}; Cdexpi.Q(T+X +DL)+expi.Q(- T+X +DL)], 
D L=l 

4 

(4.3) u<r> =}; A(.Q)}; C!(expi.Q(T-X +D!)+expi.Q(- T+X +D!)]. 
D L=l 

Differentiating with respect to time, we obtain 

(4.4) ii(n = u(r> = u(r> = 0 for t = 0. 

The motion (2.1)-(2.3) is therefore the motion following static ( = zero speed) deforma 
tion. 

Take the discrete spectrum 

(4.5) 

and the amplitudes 

(4.6) 

For t = 0 we have 

.Q=N/ W, N=1,3,5, ... ,N* 

A(.Q) = ~ sinNcp 
ncp N2 cp = const. 

(47) 4 ( 1 . I . 1 . I . 3 . u(i) = - ncp p smX Wsmcp+ y sm3X Wsm cp 

+ f,sin5X/ Wsin5<p+ ... + --,}., sinN*X/WsinN*<p). 

This coincides with Eq. (2.3) representing the profile for one layer. The curve for infinite 
number of terms is given in Fig. 3. 

Each term of the expression for the reflected wave and the incident wave has now 
the same form as Eq. (2.7) for shifted X , namely X +DL instead of X. The period for each 
expression is 2n W. 

In the subsequent numerical calculations two layers are assumed. Their boundaries 
are situated at X= 1, 1.5 and 2. We take into account the first 32 terms, N = 1 to,N = 63. 

Consider first the case when the speed ratio { c} = 1 : 2: 4: 1. Taking W = 4, we obtain 
the wave fronts given in Fig. 8. The heavy line marked as t = 0 is the initial position. 
At t = 2 the incident wave already moved to the right. The displacement in the layers 
and in the region X > 2 behind the layers equals zero. At T = 1 there appears the reflec
ted wave. The corresponding profile is given by the broken line. Finally, at T = 1.2 there 
appears the transmitted wave. The profile is given by the broken line. The profiles in the 
layers were not given. The corresponding curves are similar to that given in Figs. 5 and 6. 

After large time there develops a steady wave profile of the reflected and the transmitted 
waves. This developed profile moves without distortion. We will show this later. 
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FIG. 13. 

Figure 9 shows the wave profiles, for the case when the speed ratio { c} = I :4:2: I. 
The wave profiles have .. similar character as before. 

In order to show the differences between Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the wave profiles at T = 3 
(large time) are sketched in Fig. 10. The transmitted wave u<t> for both speed ratios is 
exactly the same, Fig. lOa. The reflected wave is essentially different, Fig. lOb. Figure 11 
gives the curves for { c} = 1 : 8: 2: 1 and { c} = 1 : 2: 8: l. 

Figure · i2 gives the wave profile for {c} = 4:2:21:4. The wave profiles for {c} = 

= ~: 1:2:4 are similar, but qualitatively different. To save space we do not give the corres
ponding curves. To check the calculations the summation w~s performed for N* = 153. 
Figure 13 shows the profiles for T = 9. Figure 13a gives the transmitted waves for both 
cases. Figure 13b gives the reflected waves for { c} = 4:2: 1 :4 and { c} = 4: 1 :2:4. Again 
the transmitted profiles do not differ. 
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X 

Figure 14 shows the wave profiles for the cases { c} = 4:2: 1 :4 and { c} = 4: 1 :2 :4 
for T = 6. Again there is no difference in the profiles of the transmitted waves, but the 
reflected waves differ essentially. 

This qualitative result trivially holds in the case when the last region is very soft or 
very rigid. In both cases the transmitted waves do not exist. 

Finally we return to the development in time of the reflected wave profile. Figure 15 
gives the wave profiles for (large) times for {c} = 8:4:2:1. Here c1 i= c2 • The reflec
tions on the inner boundaries may be traced. 
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Reflected waves ror{c}=8 :4:2:1 u 

W'"'16, cp=0.05 

N= 1+63 

FIG. 15. 
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